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Raptivity Active Learning TurboPack X64

• Configurable step-by-step
questionnaires. • 3D Virtual
Learning Environment (3D VLE)
platform is optional. • Real-time
scenario based learning. • Activity
based learning. • All of the
interaction steps are
customizable. • Raptivity Active
Learning is a TurboPack plugin. •
Provides 25 scenarios and a total
of 25 interaction steps. • Provides
7 different activities for learning.
• Provides built-in administration
and maintenance. • Provides an
admin interface with 5 pages. •



You can use the Raptivity Active
Learning TurboPack Product Key
in any Raptivity style. • You can
add the Raptivity Active Learning
TurboPack to any content object
in your Raptivity site. You can
configure and manage the steps
for each questionnaire from the
Raptivity Admin interface (or by
using the Raptivity Admin API).
You can configure the step-by-
step questions to run and manage
the actions during the
questionnaires. You can configure
and manage the 7 activities that
we included. • In order to create
an activity, select the



"Questionnaire/Activity" tab from
the Raptivity Admin Interface or
use the Raptivity Admin API. •
Select the step to be created. •
Configure the sequence and
actions of the interaction step. •
Select the interaction model to be
applied. You can enable or disable
the interaction step in any
Raptivity style and any content
object. You can select from 7
different interaction models. In
the interactive questionnaires you
can control the number of
interactions that you want to
display. In the interactive
questionnaires you can enable or



disable the interactivity for all
interactions. In the interactive
questionnaires you can disable
any interaction. You can enable or
disable the interaction step for
each interaction. You can enable
or disable the default interaction
step for any interaction. The
Raptivity Active Learning
TurboPack includes 25 scenarios
for questionnaires that you can
configure. Scenarios You can
select the scenarios and configure
them to appear as follow-up
questionnaires. Each scenario
includes a set of questionnaires,
each of which includes different



interactions. Scenario: Reality and
Fantasy

Raptivity Active Learning TurboPack Crack

This plugin provides you with a
series of tools that allows you to
present, read and listen activities.
You can use this features to
create live scenarios and
presentations and add a touch of
fun to your learning process. The
plugin includes a series of
scenarios that are displayed via
the Wizard in the order to achieve
the user the maximum value in



the least time. The scenario
category have two main
components: - LiveScenario -
Image The LiveScenario includes
5 types of interaction: - Click on
image - Click on text - Click on
link - Hover - Drop down menu -
The other components in the
category are: - Image - Text - Link
- Hover - Drop down menu The
Image category includes 4 types
of interaction: - Click on image -
Click on link - Hover - Drop down
menu The Text category includes
3 types of interaction: - Click on
text - Hover - Drop down menu
The Link category includes 4



types of interaction: - Click on link
- Hover - Drop down menu The
Hover category includes 3 types
of interaction: - Hover - Drop
down menu The Drop down menu
includes 2 types of interaction: -
Click on drop down menu - Hover
The Drop down menu includes
two types of interaction: - Click on
drop down menu - Hover The
interaction includes 4 types: -
Click on link - Click on image -
Click on drop down menu - Hover
The interaction includes 4 types: -
Hover - Click on drop down menu
- Hover - Click on image The
interaction includes 4 types: -



Click on image - Click on drop
down menu - Click on link - Hover
The interaction includes 3 types: -
Hover - Click on image - Hover
The interaction includes 3 types: -
Click on drop down menu - Click
on image - Click on link The
interaction includes 3 types: -
Hover - Click on drop down menu
- Click on link The interaction
includes 3 types: - Hover - Click
on drop down menu - Click on link
The interaction includes 2 types: -
Hover - Click on drop down menu
The interaction includes 2 types: -
Hover - Click on link The
interaction includes 2 types: -



Click on drop down menu - Click
on image The interaction includes
2 types: - Click on image
2edc1e01e8
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Raptivity Active Learning is an
augmented learning platform that
brings together a variety of
educational activities. The
activities are categorized in three
different classes: Scenario Based
Learning, Activity Based Learning
and Problem Based Learning.
Scenario Based Learning allows
you to create an interactive
experience for the learners. The
students will be guided through a
given scenario. The Active
Learning Mechanism will
highlight concepts and facts that



are important for the learners to
learn. Raptivity Active Learning is
powered by Raptivity Core and is
equipped with a number of
advanced features that make the
platform uniquely immersive and
capable of providing the best
learning experience. Raptivity
Active Learning TurboPack helps
to provide a visual and interactive
solution for the users to enrich
their experience with Raptivity.
By using Raptivity Active
Learning TurboPack you can
present the content with the help
of questionnaires, help the
learner to achieve information in



a simple and easy way, as well as
to share facts with learners in an
audio-visual scenario. This video
offers you a brief introduction to
Raptivity Active Learning
TurboPack and some tips to help
you get started. The Raptivity
Active Learning TurboPack video
tutorial provides you with an
overview of the following
features: • Multiple input/outputs:
the plugin supports audio, video
and chat • Scenario Based
Learning and Activity Based
Learning: there are a number of
Scenario Based Learning and
Activity Based Learning models



that can be used to display
content to the learners. •
Questionnaire Model: the plugin
supports a number of
questionnaires to allow the
learners to answer to pre-set
questions, a list of answers is
shown and a feedback is provided
• Multi-Lingual: Raptivity Active
Learning TurboPack can be used
in different languages • Overload:
the plugin provides a number of
different interactions that can be
enabled at once. For example, you
can run a quiz model and a survey
model. • The plugin supports a
list of Raptivity models. The



models can be activated at once. •
Progressive learning: the plugin
supports a progressive learning
mechanism that allows you to
review the whole process from the
beginning to the end. For
example, you can go through an
activity model that can be
completed in a certain number of
activities. • Workflow Tracking:
you can track the user
interactions and activities. For
example, you can calculate the
number of activities per user and
see the user performance. You
can now upload videos to
YouTube, Vimeo or Dailymotion.



You can also import videos from
your hard drive and upload
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What's New In Raptivity Active Learning TurboPack?

Raptivity Active Learning
TurboPack is a useful and reliable
plugin that perfectly integrates
within Raptivity and provides you
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with a variety of stunning
interactions in order to achieve
comprehension, application and
analysis. The provided
interactions are cataloged in two
categories: Scenario Based
Learning and Activity Based
Learning. The first category
provides you with real-time
scenarios and allow the learners
to actively participate to specific
interaction models. The Activity
Based Learning category helps
learners to achieve knowledge
about a series of facts in a fun and
entertainment way. By using
Raptivity Active Learning



TurboPack you have the
possibility to present the content
with the help of questionnaires,
help the learner to achieve
information in a simple and easy
way, as well as to share facts with
learners in an audio-visual
scenario LearnBin: E-Learning
Software LearnBin is the first,
free software program for e-
learning and courseware creation
in a fun way. You can make your
own games and use LearnBin as
your own personalized e-learning
software or turn it into an
awesome courseware for the
school and / or college. With



LearnBin it’s super easy to create
an amazing e-learning
environment by only thinking
about the necessary thing: what
you would like to learn. With
LearnBin it is possible to: Create
your own games with a wide
variety of tools Turn your web site
into a “learning platform” for your
customers Create your own
courseware in minutes Design e-
learning environment for your
customers and train them how to
use a web site or a program
TreeClick TreeClick is a tree
chooser for Internet Explorer.
Open, select and manage your



favourite websites with TreeClick.
TreeClick will show the structure
of the website by organizing it
into collapsible tree nodes. Open
and close the nodes by clicking on
them. The nodes show a text and
an icon. LearnBin: E-Learning
Software LearnBin is the first,
free software program for e-
learning and courseware creation
in a fun way. You can make your
own games and use LearnBin as
your own personalized e-learning
software or turn it into an
awesome courseware for the
school and / or college. With
LearnBin it’s super easy to create



an amazing e-learning
environment by only thinking
about the necessary thing: what
you would like to learn. With
LearnBin it is possible to: Create
your own games with a wide
variety of tools Turn your web site
into a “learning platform” for your
customers Create your own
courseware in minutes Design e-
learning environment for your
customers and train them how to
use a web site or a program
LearnBin: E-Learning Software
LearnBin is the first, free software
program for e-learning and
courseware creation in a fun way.



You



System Requirements For Raptivity Active Learning TurboPack:
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